Energy Efficient Cars, Fridges Seen Aiding Climate, GDP
by Alister Doyle
Nov. 5, 2015: Oslo - Tougher energy efficiency standards, ranging from cars to fridges, could cut annual world greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions about 10% by 2030 while also spurring economic growth, an international report said on Thursday.
The study, by the Global Commission on the Economy and Climate, urged the Group of 20 to do more to improve the energy use of vehicles, buildings, factories, power plants and household appliances, as a way to limit global warming.
The Commission, led by former heads of government, business leaders, economists and other experts, argues that measures to combat climate change can help lift economic growth, rather than depress it, as many governments fear.  "Energy efficiency really contributes economically, and it is also important in terms of climate change," Russell Bishop told Reuters.  He led the study that included everything from lightbulbs to building insulation.
The report estimated that new voluntary energy efficiency measures, that could vary by country, could cut annual GHG emissions by the equivalent of between 4.5 and 6.9 billion tonnes of CO2 by 2030.  For perspective, annual world GHG emissions are now around the equivalent of 50 billion tonnes of CO2, according to the U.N.'s panel of climate scientists.
Group of 20 leaders will meet in mid-November in Turkey.  Then almost 200 nations will meet in Paris from Nov. 30 to Dec. 11, to try to agree measures to rein in global warming.
The United Nations says government plans so far are too weak to limit warming to a U.N. target of 2°C (3.6°F) over pre-industrial times, which would limit extinctions of animals and plants, droughts, floods and rising sea levels.
Energy efficiency could fill a big part of the gap to get toward 2°C, along with a stronger shift to cleaner wind and solar power from fossil fuels, Bishop said.
The International Energy Agency has estimated that investments in energy efficiency could boost cumulative economic output $18 billion by 2035.  Some measures, such as insulating home roofs in cold climates, quickly pay for themselves via lower heating bills.  Such savings can also free up cash for more productive investments, lifting growth, and also reduce harmful air pollution from burning fossil fuels.
Bishop said that improved efficiency measures should not be too ambitious and should avoid choking industry with red tape.  Volkswagen's cheating on emissions data from diesel engines highlighted a need for proper oversight, he said.
 www.reuters.com/article/2015/11/05/us-climatechange-efficiency-idUSKCN0SU0G220151105#lFqli9CTRRRbuH0h.99
